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1. Sylvester’s law of inertia states that if a real quadratic form Q 
in independent variables t,, . , . , t, satisfies equations of the type 
Q = ulx12 + * * . + a,,xn2 = b,y,2 + . . + + b,,y,2, 
where the a, and b, are real numbers and the X, and yy real linear forms 
in t,,..., t, such that the x, are linearly independent and the yy are 
linearly independent, then the number of indices v such that a, > 0 equals 
the number of v such that b, > 0, and similarly for a, < 0 and for a, = 0. 
In this note we prove an extension of this theorem in which, in analogy 
with the fact that the indices v fall into three classes according to the sign 
of a,, we consider not two but three representations of Q. The method 
of proof closely resembles that used to prove the classical version of the 
theorem. 
2. Let n be a positive integer and t,, . . . , t, independent indeterminates 
over the field of real numbers. The letters a, b, c denote real numbers and 
the letters x, y, z real linear forms in the t,. The vector space of all such 
linear forms is denoted by I’,. Independence means linear independence. 
For any given numbers a,, . , a,, we define three sets 
A+={v:a,>0}, A-={v:a,<O}, AO={v:uV=O), 
and similarly B+, B-, B” in terms of b,, . . . , b,, etc. For finite sets S 
the symbol 1.51 d enotes the number of elements of S. Thus 
A+U‘4-UAO={l,...,n}, /A+] + ]A-\ + 1401 = 12. (I) 
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THEOREM. Suppose that x1, . . , x, are independent, that yl, . . , yn 
are inde$endent, and that zl, . . ., z,% are independent. Let 
Then (i) the forms X,(Y E A+), 3jv(v E B-), Z,(Y E CO) constitute a basis of 
V,, and (ii) the subsfiace oj Vn generated by the forms X,(V E A+ U A-) 
depends on Q only. 
Remark. Sylvester’s law follows from the theorem. For, by (i), 
lA+I + IB-j + jC”i = (B+( + IA-1 + lC”l = n, 
and by (ii), (A+\ $ IA-1 = (B+I + IB-1. These relations imply that 
!A41 = (B+i and \A-( = (R-1. 
3. We need two simple lemmas which, for convenience, will be proved. 
In these we assume the hypotheses of the theorem. 
LEnuu 1. Su$pose that the form c (1 < Y, s < n)a,,x,x,, where ars = 
as,, takes the value zero whenever the t, are replaced by arbitrary real ntimbers. 
Then arS = 0 for all r, s. 
Proof. By choosing the t, in such a way that x1 = I and x, = 0 
for v > 2 we find a,, E 0, and, in case n >, 2, by making x1 = x2 = 1 
and xy = 0 for y > 3 we find 2a,, = 0. The lemma follows by symmetry. 
LEMMA 2. Let O<k, l<n; a,#0 for l<r<k and b,#O for 
1 < s < 1. Let c (1 < r < k)a,xY2 = c (1 < s < l)b,yS2. Then k = 1, 
and x1, . . . , xk generate the same @ace as yl, . . . , J’l. 
Proof. Let ys = 2 (1 < r < n)c,,x, (1 < s < 1). Then 
c (1 <r < k)a,x,” = 2 (1 < s d 4bS 2 (1 < cc, P < n)c,,c,~x,x~. 
Let k < r. < n. Then, by Lemma 1, 
c (I d .s < Z)bscs&p = 0 for 1 <p<n. 
Hence 
2 (I < s < Wsr, c (I < P < n)c,pxg = 0, 
i.e., c (1 < s < I)b,c,,y, = 0. This implies that csr, = 0 for 1 < s < 1, 
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so that yS = 2 (1 < Y < k)c,,x, for 1 < s < 1. Hence 1 < h, and the 
lemma follows by symmetry. 
4. We now prove the theorem. Part (ii) follows from Lemma 2. Let 
the t, be replaced by any real numbers such that 
x, = O(YEA+), yV = O(Y E K-), zy = O(Y E CO). (3) 
Then, by (2), Q < 0 and Q 3 0, so that Q = 0 and therefore x,, = 0 for 
Y E A-. Now we conclude, by (ii), that z,, = 0 for v E C’ U C-, so that 
21 = . . . = 2% = 0. In view of the fact that the t, hale arbitrary real 
values subject only to (3), it follows that the X,(Y E A+) together with the 
_vy(v E Ii-) and the Z,(Y E Co) generate I/,. Hence 
,A +, -t p- ~ Jm ~CO1 3 n. (4) 
\\.e now interchange in all six possible ways the roles played by the three 
pairs (a,, x,), (by, vy), (c,, z,) and add the six inequalities corresponding to 
(4). In view of the symmetry of the procedure we obtain 
2(~.4’/ + (A-1 + ,A O, f lH+l i- 18-1 _t- ,B”l + $7 + (C-1 + Cal) >6n. 
(5) 
However, by (1) there is equality in (6) and therefore also in (4). This 
proves (i) and completes the proof of the theorem. 
5. \\‘e conclude with remarks on abstract extensions. Both lemmas 
remain true if the real field is replaced by any field whose characteristic 
is different from 2. They are false for every field of characteristic 2, as is 
shown by the equations tr2 + tz2 + ta2 = (tr + t2)2 f t:r2 = ti2 + (t2 t t,)” 
which hold in such fields. The theorem holds in every ordered field. 
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